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Early Birds'
A big thanks from Ann Manning goes out to
nearly a third of the membership who renewed last month. She is hoping that at least half
of the rest will do so this month. Please help
her by sending in your renewal now.
OTHER early birds may contact Chuck
Eby at 32 Woodward Rd., Manalapan, NJ
07726, Tel: (908) 431-35114.Chuck can take
table reservations ($15 each) for the 1994 Fall
Show to be held on Aug. 11-13 in Teaneck,
NJ.
Stromberg Carlson Company had their
first reunion in Dallas, Texas on October
29-30-31at the Dallas Marriott Quorum.
The reunion was open to retired
Stromberg Carlson employees, present
Stromberg employees and those who left
S-C and are now empldyed elsewhere.
Those present all ooted to hold the next
reunion in Rochester, N. Y. in August 1994.
Stromberg Carlson will be 100 years old
in 1994. Branch Managers,
Sales
Engineers, Salesmen, Engineers, Installers, Factory Employees and all former
S.c. employees should contact Larry
Feeny, 345 N. Lytle Dr., Palatine, IL 708-359-7397.
Bob Cleland

The 1994 Southeast Regional Show will
be held on Saturday, January 15, not the
14th as in the last newsletter.
The show is the same weekend as Renninger's Extravaganza, a large, 1000
dealer show which is near Orlando. Make
Reservations for hotel rooms ($45) and
tables ($15) early.
HOLIDAY INN OCEANFRONT
Indialantic, FL • (407) 777-4100

THANKS
Mr. Walter Aydelotte I INACOM
502 Birch Creek Rd., Pureland Industrial Park, Swedesboro, NJ 08085
Dear Walt,
I am in receipt of your October 18, 1993 letter to Mr. Chuck Eby, A.T.CA. Board Member.
It is my distinct pleasure to accept INACOM's gracious offer of corporate sponsorship
of the 1994 A.T.C.A. Fall National Show. As your letter indicates sponsorship is in the
amount of $3,000.00
The Antique Telephone Collectors Association is extremely appreciative of this commitment by INACOM and your personal support of the association. On behalf of the A.T.C.A.
I also accept the terms and conditions as stated in your October 18, 1993 letter. It is my
understanding that Mr. Eby has already discussed use of your company's computer and
the advertising details with you.
It should be noted that acceptance of your proposal should not preclude A.T.C.A. from
accepting another co-spnsor in the (unlikely) event that should occur. Furthermore, the
A.T.C.A. is not in a position to accept financial responsibility of your company's loaned
computer equipment. However, INACOM has our personal assurances that appropriate
measures shall be taken to offer maximum security and protection of all loaned equipment.
Walt, thank you again for your attention to this matter and the generosity of your company. I am confident that the 1994 A.T.C.A. Show will be a huge success due in part to
INACOM and your personal efforts.
Sincerely,
DANIEL L. CALDON
A.T.C.A. Board Chairman

FUTURE SHOWS
REGIONAL
Indialantic, FL _._
Jan. 15
Contact Russ Pate
Burbank, CA
Jan. 22
Contact Lawrence Wolff
East Hartford, CT
Jan. 22
Contact Bruce Freedman
SPRING
Abilene, KS

or
RUSS PATE
235 Sandpine Rd. • Indialantic, FL 32903
(407) 777-1759
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Teaneck, NJ
Contact

April 8, 9

FALL
August 11-13
Chuck Eby

Northeast Regional
TELEPHONE SHOW
January 22, 1994
7:00 A.M. - 3:00 P.M.
HOLIDAY INN
363 Roberts Street
East Hartford, CT 06108
Exit 58 Off of Rt. 84
1-800-HOLIDAY or 1·203·528·9611
Rooms Only $49
TABLES: $12.50
REGISTRATION:
$5.00
Contact:
Bruce Freedman, 238 Alewife Ln.,
Suffield, CT 06078 - (203) 668-4148

-,---------....jIMEMBER

NEW MEMBERS
STANLEY SCHREIER, No. 2561
350 Hendrickson Ave.
Lynbrook, NY 11563
Tel: (516) 887-4966
JOHN HUBER, No. 2562
Box 1086
Santa Teresa, NM 88008
Tel: (915) 564-2486
JAY FRANCIS, No. 2563
2316 Stone Creek Dr.
Plano, TX 75075
Tel: (214) 985-1687
KEITH DARST, No. 2564
40 Creekside Dr.
Florence, KY 41042
Tel: (606) 371-4949
CLAYRON MacINTYRE, No. 2565
Box 223
No. Bridgton, ME 04057
HARLAN BLACK, No. 2566
P.O. Box 4071 CRB
Tucson, AZ 85738
Tel: (602) 825-3463
LARRY STEVENS, No. 2567
202 Bachmann Ave.
Newark, OH 43055-4765
Tel: (614) 366-5736
SCOTT CASALINO, No. 2568
846 Granada Dr.
Greenwood, IN 46143-2608
Tel: (317) 882-3108
PETE BRANDENBURG, No. 2569
299 Granada Rd.
West Palm Beach, FL 33401
Tel: (407) 833-2708
BERNARD J. KARCHESKI, No. 2570
4831 W. Cashin Dr.
Tucson, AZ 85746
Tel: (602) 883-0185
B.A. GILL, No. 2571
Box 381
Clifton Pk., NY 12065
JACK WORLEY, No. 2572
8614 West Haven Dr.
Orangevale, CA 95662
Tel: (916) 988-7283
CHRISTINE MOLLICA, No. 2573
357 Crestwood Ave.
Tuckahoe, NY 10707
B. ELIOT BUGBEE, No. 2574
2104 Murphy Dr., #2102
Bedford, TX 76021
Tel: (817) 685-8726
RICHARD M. CHILDS, M.D, No. 2575
5800 Windsor Dr.
Fairway, KS 66205-3344
Tel: (913) 677-1144
JOSEPH PIERSON, No. 2576
247 West 102nd St., Apt. #5
New York, NY 10025
KEITH R. CHASE, No. 2577
48 Laurel Ave., P.O. Box 87
Kingston, NJ 08528-0087
Tel: (609) 924-7825
PHILIP D. ROOS, No. 2578
2919 Jackson Dr.
Arlington Hts., IL 60004
Tel: (708) 253-7163
DR. JOSEPH JACOBS, No. 2579
60 Sea View Terrace
Northport, NY 11768
Tel: (516) 261-1576
THOMAS ROSS, No. 2580
35892 Parkdale
Lavonia, MI 48150
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UPDATE
If---,-------ADDRESS CHANGES
NOLAND, No. 2581

DARREL
31 Shady Lane
Conway, AR 72032
Tel: (501) 329-4988
DA VID WHITE, No. 2582
15 Everett St., #2
Cambridge, MA 02138
DA VID C. HENRY, No. 2583
2747 East State Hwy. 525
Langely, WA 98260
Tel: (206) 321-0001
PETER BLANSHARD, No. 2584
1212 Morningside Dr.
Ann Arbor, MI 48103
Tel: (313) 353-2234
FRANK FRANOWSKY, No. 2585
440-A Jemez Rd.
Santa Fe, NM 87501
Tel: (505) 473-4150

RENEWALS
CRAIG NEDROW, No. 1938
7883 Godolphin Dr.
Springfield, VA 22153
Tel: (703) 866-4824
MICHAEL COLEMAN, No. 1221
P.O. Box 1869
Ontario, CA 91762
Tel: (909) 391-3091
DAVID MONROE, No. 931
P.O. Box 780907
San Antonio, TX 78278
Tel: (210) 349-2020 (W), 210-492-1999 (H)

T.A. CORRELL, No. 1925
227 Y2 Commerce St.
Mineral Point, WI 53565
Tel: Same
KEVIN GUNLOCK, No. 2314
3117 Winfield
Joplin, MO 64804
Tel: (417) 781-7048
THOMAS ADAMS, No. 213
Tel: (919) 870-1000
JAY & PATRICIA

BRIGNAC,

No. 2429/A

1737 Frenkford Rd., No. 2602
Carrollton, TX 75007
Tel: (214) 394-7561
DONALD ROBERTSON, No. 937
2323 Hydas Lane
Chattanooga, TN 37421-1532
Tel: (615) 892-2338
MAURICE TEWINKEL, No. 2328
Tel; (904) 375-5286
AL ZOLD, No. 1041
Tel: (206) 557-1910

ATCA recently learned of the
death of long time member Mr.
H.R. Brunner, No. 914. Our
sympathy and condolences go
to his family.

Dear Telephone Collectors:
It was a great day. From the comments I received both from collectors and the public,
everyone seemed to have enjoyed the show.
Exhibitors came from across Ontario, and as far as New Brunswick, and the State of
Maine.
Visitors were from Manitoba, Quebec, Arizona, Michigan, New York, in addition to
numerous locations across Ontario.
There were 20 exhibitors, plus 105 paid admissions and about 15-20 who came in the
back door without paying. Total attendance including exhibitors, spouses, friends and the
public was approx. 170.
The 20 exhibitors had 25 tables with a variety of telephones, etc. for show and sale, including a hands-on step-by-step central office display.
Publicity for the show included an advertisement in two local newspapers (Etobicoke
Guardian and Etobicoke Life), 9 daily advertisments for 4 days on cable TV, an announcement on the Canadian Broadcasting Corp. radio station (CBC), ATCA, TCI and Western
Telephone and Telecommunications (WTT) newsletters, plus 300 flyers and road signs. The
Etobicoke Guardian also came to take pictures of displays for a feature article published
on 6 Oct.
At a meeting held during the show, a committee was formed to arrange another show
in 1994. The 1st week of October was tentatively agreed on. You will hear more about this
from the committee chairman.
Cost of the Auditorium plus all miscellaneous expenses including stamps, stationery,
copy machine, telephone calls, coffee table refreshments, etc. came to $547.32.
Barbara collected $105.00 at the door, and Mary made $32.60 at the coffee table. Barbara also handed out 24 ATCA and 28 Tel application forms.
The financial summary is as follows:
-Total cost of show (expenses)
$547.32
$547.32
-Collected Table Fees
$345.00
-Collected Admission Fees
$105.00
-Collected at Coffee Table
$ 32.60
-Collected Additional Contributions
$130.00
Total Income $612.60
$612.60
65.28
Surplus
$65.00 will be turned over to the newly formed 1994 show committee.
I would like to thank you for your participation in the show. We could not have pulled
it off without you.
Thanks for coming. Hope to see you all next year. Have a nice day.
Regards,
FRANK LUTKA, No. 979
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THE STORY OF THE DEVELOPMENT
OF THE GLASS INSULATOR
In the early days of the telegraph, poles used to support telegraph
lines were cut from young trees and placed in the ground with the
bark intact. Within a few years, water collected under the bark and
quickly rotted the pole. The telegraph wire was fitted into a notch
cut into the pole but during wet weather this contact with the pole
caused a leakage of the current through the wet wood to ground. A
need for insulation was apparent; so Mr. Vail and Ezra Cornell, founder
of Cornell University, both submitted plans to insulate the wire from
the pole. Mr. Cornell's idea won out and was something like this:
At each pole, shellac impregnated cloth strips were wrapped around
the wire and then sandwiched between two pieces of glass. This
assembly was then secured to the pole.
A short time later, Mr. Cornell had to make a trip that required him
to stay overnight at an inn. The next morning he pulled open a dresser
drawer to get a shirt and realized the drawer pulls were made of glass
and fastened to the wood with a bolt. This inspired the first substantial glass insulator which was actually a glass drawer pull nailed to
the pole. From this simple beginning evolved the no-thread pin hole
design insulator that was forced onto a wooden pin, peg or wooden
rod. It was nicknamed "Pilgrim Hat" because of its appearance.
In 1865, Cauvet designed the first threaded pin hole insulator which
was first produced three years later. Following this, came the so-called
"Petticoat" insulator. It was designed to keep rain water from soaking the wooden pin upon which it was fastened. With the advent of

Top--------

electric power transmission, the ceramic or pottery type insulator appeared on the scene.
With introduction of Bell's "telephone," which first came to Kansas in 1877, it was not long before numerous companies were formed
to promote the use of this novelty and in 1881 the first inter-city line,
from St. Joseph, Missouri to Wathena, Kansas, was constructed. Undoubtedly this line, or many of those built later, used some of the nonthreaded "Pilgrim Hat" insulators.
The glass used to make insulators was a mixture of silica, lime, and
soda or potash and arsenic, cobalt and manganese were added to
change to color of the glass.
In the production of insulators, cobalt blue, amber, and possibly
reds were specifically created for definite use. True greens, both light
and dark were in most cases created as a result of unusual circumstances, e.g., salvaged glass and cullet of that color. Glass mixtures with manganese added as a clearing agent turned varying shades
of amethyst when exposed to direct sunlight.
Some unusual colors such as cobalt blues, ambers and true greens
are considered important because of varying shades of color in that
different colors signified different uses whereas blue-greens and aquas
show variations of color that have no significance as to purpose.
Below is an illustration to familiarize you with some of the terminology of insulators.
... Submitted by Peg Chronister

~
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Threads
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ADVERTISEMENTS
SCOTT OLSON, No. 2527
1405 25th Ave. S., #104
Fargo, ND 58103
Tel: (701) 293-9238
FOR SALE
Chicago Tel. Supply, double box, glass front,
wood wall phone, needs some work, $350 0
Kellogg wood wall phone, picture frame front,
all original, complete, $265 0 WE 211
spacesaver, $35 0 Kellogg 1000 series
black bakelite handsets, 6 for $15 0 UPS
extra.
JOHN KANE, No. 1960
543 Berrywood Lane
Bridgewater, NJ
FOR SALE OR TRADE
Monarch Fiddleback, no trans. or rec. - excellent condition, $260 0 20S 1904 CIS,
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partial paint, no rec., $75 0 20B 1904 CIS,
bras sed out and wired to work, $100.
TRADE
Window Shade, new in box for other
attachments.
WANTED
W.E. CIS thumb wheel, washers and bolt, will
pay $20 0 Original battery box hooks 0
W.E. 20P CIS 0 No. 10 CIS in excellent
condition
0 Type 21 two-boxer with
original finish and complete NO.5 arm.
RUSS PATE, No. 1081
235 Sandpine Road
Indialantic, FL 32903
Tel: (407) 777-1759
FOR SALE OR TRADE
8 non-dial 202s, $60 ea. Must take equal
number of E1 and F1 handsets
0 Please
contact Russ for other sales & trades.

TRADE

GO N 0 A

THE STANDARD

OPEN

CiRCUIT

MARK.
BATTERIES

. OF THE WORLD ...

THESE

BATTERIES

are the best made in the world for Telephone service.
Do not
waste your money on inferior cells or attempted
imitations.
Here is the whole thing in a nutshell:
You pay a few cents
more for a Gonda Cell; you save ten times the sum in the
service rendered.
You lake the trouble
but the Gonda,

to tell the Dealer that you'Il

and you save endless

trouble

have none

afterward.

The LEOLANOHE BATTERY 00 .•
111-117

BAST 131ST

______

STRRBT.

NEW YORK.
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CALIFORNIA
REGIONAL SHOW
Saturday, January 22,1993
Burbank, California
7:00 am to 2:00 pm
Sponsored by
Lawrence Wolff and ATCA
The Show will take place at the Burroughs High School Library. The Burbank
Unified School District is charging ATCA
a usage fee and we have to buy insurance
for the day. We will be charging each collector five to six dollars admission to cover
our expenses.
DIRECTIONS:
From Interstate 5 - Get off on Burbank
Blvd., West. Go west on Burbank Blvd.
past Victory Blvd. You willbe making a left
turn on Keystone Street (there is a signal)
which is about a mile from the freeway. The
school is 3 long blocks south on the comer
of Keystone and Clark. Make a left on Clark
and the first street you can make a right
on is Parish. The parking lot that we are
using is on the Southeast comer of Clark
and Parish and the entrance is on Parish
(we will place signs).
From the 134 westbound - From Glendale,
Pasadena or the 210 freeway, travel west
on the 134 until it merges with Interstate
5, North. Get off on Burbank Blvd., West,
and follow the directions above.
From the Interstate 101, South (orEast)
- Coming down the coast or from the West
San Fernando Valley, travel east on the 101
until it merges with the 134 East. Stay in
the left 2 lanes and go east on the 134 into
Burbank. Get off on Pass Ave. and make
a left at the top of the off-ramp. Travel
north until you reach Clark. Make a right
on Clark and travel East. You will pass
Hollywood Way and Buena Vista Streets.
The schoolis on Clark, at the comer of Clark
and Keystone. Proceed 1 block to the intersections of Clark and Parish. See the
parking instructions above.
If anyone gets lost that morning, call my
pager at (818) 374-1405 and punch in the
number that you are calling from. I will
return the page and help you find us.
(Remember, don't use a rotary phone for
this!)

Telephone Patent Book
The telephone patent book should be of
interest to all antique telephone collectors.
It was created after many hours of research
through the National Patent Library. Out
of the 4000 available patents pertaining to
telephones and related equipment, only the
most unusual and interesting were chosen
as entries for this book. The patents date
from the year 1876 through 1920. Collectors will be amazed how many telephones
and devices they will see and read about for
the first time. Each patent has one or more
highly detailed illustrations, accompanied
by a description of the workings as written
by the inventor, with his signature and date
included.
From: RON CHRISTIANSON, 5315 Caves
Hwy., Cave Junction, OR, 503-592-4123.
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ORLANDO
WRAP-UP
Financial Statement
SHOW EXPENSES:
$4,633.47
Hotel Charges:
(itemized in attached bills)
4 Award Plaques
96.00
Postage
62.00
Sodas/ice, etc. during load/unload
20.00
Telephone
65.00
Travel
25.00
Miscellaneous
78.00
(tape, nametags, manila envelopes, etc.)
Returned Larry Gamatz's
Table & Registration
63.00
Additional Expenditures
Door Prizes
28.50
Lapel Pins
793.00
Postcards
148.00
Button Insert
120.00
Printing
100.00
Registration Forms
78.00
Russ' out-of-pocket expenses
313.00
TOTAL

$6,309.97

SHOW INCOME:
AT&T Subsidy
$1,000.00
Auction Donations
200.00
Auction Ticket D~nations ($3 X 79) 237.00
Banquet Tickets ($24 X 38)
912.00
Table Donations ($15 X 78)
1170.00
Member Registrations (60 X $16)
960.00
431.00
Misc. Sales
TOTAL

$4,910.00

DEFICIT

$1,399.97

Dear Ann ...
On behalf of the board of the Central
Kansas Free Fair and the many residents
of our whole community and county, I
wish to thank you for your recent contribution to the cost of remodeling the kitchen at Sterl Hall.
The board felt that because of the use
the building received, it well warranted
the expense and have been very pleased
with the response we have received. It will
be ready for the many activities and
events that will take place beginning in
September.
We appreciate
your support and
interest.
Sincerely yours,
Dorothy Derrick
Secretary-Manager
Editor's Note: The board recently voted
to donate $100 to the renovation of Sterl
Hall. We have been holding our Spring
Show meetings in this hall for several
years.

Dear ATCA members:
Thank you for your gift of $100.00 the
The Dickinson County Historical Society.
Your financial commitment translates to
lively programs and a people-oriented
place for the preservation of our county's
history.
The real thrill of being at the Museum
as much as I am is seeing the enjoyment
that people have within our walls: the
wide-eyed delight of a child, families having fun together, adults actively exchanging ideas and those charged moments
when a person encounters our county's
fascinating history.
Thank you again for your generous support. I hope you will come in often and
bring your guests (free of charge with your
membership card).
Sincerely,
Jeff Sheets
Director
Editor's Note: It has become a practice of
ATCA to make a contribution of $100
after the Spring and Fall Shows to the
Museum of Independent Telephony. The
telephone musuem has been a provider of
support and help for ATCA for several
years.
STEPHEN D. VASSAR, No. 2437
III 7 Floyd Ave.
Roanoke, VA 24015
Tel: (703) 343-4339
WANTED
C&P Tel. Co. Insulators.

JOHN HUCKE BY, No. 587
2440 W CR 150N
New Castle, IN 47362
Tel: (317) 533-6369
FOR SALE
Window Shade, NOS, in box, $84 D Green
302, nice, $277 D Excellent repro walnut
bottom box for type 21, $45 D Cushman
top box, $225 or B/o D Modern Tandem,
oak, reduced to $499 D WE dial stick,
railroad style, $179 D American Electric
swing-a-way, oak, needs refinished, $279 D
Am. El. swing-a-way, walnut, very nice but
repro bottom box, $388 D Stromberg
Carlson, marked nickled bottom, $27 D
Good leather bottoms for 202's, $6 D Glass
mouthpiece with adapter, $97 D WE early
top box with vanity mag, long hook, no type
H on side D WE box, type HI, not 21, some
damage, only $77 D WE PFCT, needs
mag., has early hook, $210 D Blake
backboard, damage behind where bottom box
goes, $79 D Diecast banks, telephone
trucks, make good gifts, $21.50 ea. D 25
postcards with telephones on them, $49 D
202, $65 D Glass paperweight, approx.
4"x2", picture of Victorian lady talking on
phone, $12.50 D 302's, very good cond., $32
- metal $42 D AE 50's, good cond., dial
blanks, $46 D Ex. green braided 4 conductor cord, $22.
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RICHARD WALSH, No. 423
P.O. Box 140
Middle Haddam, CT 06456
Tel: (203) 267-8504
WANTED
(ALL ITEMS ARE W.E. Co.)- TOOLS: #311
(3/8" x 7116" hex double end socket wrench
2-5/8" long) 0 #438A "E" handset cap tool
(I have two of the 439A's - trade 1 for a
438A?) 0 #139 0 #461A 0 #440A 0
K&8097 wrench (7/16" x 518", 12 point offset
box - 6" long) 0 Vintage Key Equipment
(anglebracket key telephone units - KTU's): 3A
Signalling Circuit 0 5A Auxiliary Hold
Circuit 0 20A Common Audible Control
Circuit 0 22-type Lamp Resistance
Circuit 0 25B Automatic Cutoff Control
Circuit 0 28A Equalizing Resistance
Circuit 0 33A Wink Circuit 0 34A Make
Busy Circuit 0 Variations of "500" series
sets: (marked)507, 509, 513, 516, 529, 533, 535,
536, 556, 557, 559, 567 & 569 0 Other
Telephone Sets: 401 or 402 single line desk set
with exclusion plunger (looks like a 302) 0
2211 TT "desk hanger" 0 543 4-button motel
PBX set (buttons marked: message waiting local - long distance - desk) 0 AUTOVON
(l6-Button TT Dial) Related Material: 1066 Adjuct Dial 0 3666 Card Dialer Set 0
MISCELLANEOUS: Need 2500S single line
TT desk set (wired for type 3 speakerphone)
non-modular with 10-conductor spade lug line
cord 0 55D (Yes that's "D" not "B") type
3 speakerphone control unit 0 Metal cover
for 51-C dial tester 0 PICTUREPHONE
RELATED COMPONENTS: 650A Key Service Unit (lP2 KUS) 0 "600" Series KTU's
(Plug In Cards) 0 136A Video Phone Test
Set 0 K&20673 Red-White Lamps, 10v 0
OTHER RELATED MATERIAL.
FOR SALE
WE 331A Portable Magneto Set, $25.
FRANK LUTKA, No. 979
36 Hartsdale Dr.
Etobicoke, Ontario, Canada M9R 2S5
Tel: (416) 244-4666
FOR SALE
Western Electric/Northern Electric step-by-step
switchman's took kit consisting of the following 22 switch tools - 220, 555A, 5556AS, socket
wrenches, 50B, 2,415B, 466A, 507A, 534B,
534F, 582A, H7066 relay spring benders, 597A,
14769 armature backstop adjusters, 7067 double dog adjuster, 47202 tool, 5391, 417A, 418A,
2,129B flat switch wrenches, 1 set of 14 flat
feeler gauges for U&Y type relays, 1 set of 24
flat feeler gauges for other relays. Above in
4"x7"x1" green metal tool box, lid stamped
BTCo. - $25 0 41B magento switchboard
generator with 12" extension crank shaft,
$30 0 5 bar 48A black magneto generator,
$25 0 Step-by-step central office line load
control cabinet with 206 sets of 3 lamps, red,
green, white. Size 9"x17"x20". Wooden cabinet,
cherry finish. Drawings included, $50 0
NE-8A adjustable volume buzzer with control
knob from 550/551/555 switchboard, $10 0
Western & Northern Electric lineman's rubber
test set, 3" dial, $30.
PERRY W. STUMP, No. 2113
711 S. Walnut Street
Bucyrus, OH 44820
Tel: (419) 562-6233
WANTED
Switch and switch hook for Century or Federal
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candlestick, pg. 408 & 409 Ron's book 0
Switch hook and mounting bracket for WE
#20A or 1020A swinging transmitter arm, pg.
82 Ron's book 0 Switch hook WE 121A, pg.
96 & 734 Ron's book 0 Desk mount base for
Adjustaphone, pg. 674 Ron's book 0 Switch
hook early American Electric candlestick #43,
pgs. 197,200 & 203 Ron's book 0 Terminals
for WE pony receiver 0 Switch hook for early
candlestick similar to pg. 68 Dooner's book,
middle row 1892, or someone able to make
repro hook (see drawing below) 0 Terminals
for a W.E: switchboard. Need 22 of the #2A
or #3A terminals.

l--=l

ALAN D. LUBIN, No. 337
7159 Navajo Rd., Suite 200
San Diego, CA 92119
Tel: (619) 258-0880

FOR SALE
202 IMPERIAL PHONE, EXCELLENT
CONDo wlivory (not painted) handset, gold
in great cond., $150 or B.O. 0 1905
KELLOGG non-dial
aba
eat
shape, $
1A Western Elec.
. 2H), E1 r
. ~i
0
or ~mberg
Carlson #1177
desk phone, $65 0 Northern Elec. dial cis,
$175 or offer.

STANLEY SCHREIER, No. 2561
350 Hendrickson Ave.
Lynbrook, NY 11563
Tel: (516) 887-4966
WANTED
W.E. Dial AA1 and Dial 102. Thanks.
BILL LYNCH, No. 1738
2336 121st Street, East
Burnsville, MN 55337
Tel: (612) 895-5129 (H)

SUMNER McDANEL, No. 2357
3104 So. 147th E., Ave., Apt 0
Tulsa, OK 74134
Tel: (918) 437-5403
WANTED
Western Electric cloth covered wire gauges 18,
20, 22. Prefer large quantity 0 Will pay $300
or more for any W.E. AMP or speaker I'm interested in. Thanks.
DON PICARD, No. 2181
R.R. 2, Box 472
Cornish, NH 03745
Tel: (603) 542-2285
FOR TRADE
WE colored 202 desk set. All original, "old
brass" color. Base and cradle are in excellent
condition. E-1 handset has wear spots in usual
places, no cracks or chips. Please call evenings
between 10:00 and 11:00 EST.
WANTED
All original, excellent condition Swedish
American #70 c.s. 0 Strom. Carl. tapered
shaft c.s. - the type with the ball behind the
transmitter 0 Holtzer Cabot OST receiveri.e.
Dooner's book, complete and/or parts 0 WE
beveled or non-beveled transmitters *250*,
*229* or 7-digit 0 Original coil for WE #5
transmitter
arm 0 Mint WE pony
receiver 0 Wiretree for common WE non-dial
1915 c.s. 0 Original shelf for WE 1317 wood
wall set 0 Common WE receiver caps.
DR. J. JACOBS, No. 2579
60 Sea View Terrace
Northport, NY 11768
Tel: (516) 261-1576
FAX: (516) 361-2173
WANTED
J.H. Bunnell headband with head piece and
preferable cord and plugs 0 Will buy or trade
WWI Service Buzzer, field tele and telegraph
buzzer; signed Corp #SC4628Achestphone, etc.

WANTED
Lightning arrestor (or parts for same) to fit
a Stromberg
Carlson McKinley wall
phone 0 Magneto and crank to fit a WE
model 288 fiddle back, have a red WE model
47A magneto and crank to trade for this
item 0 WE #10 tapered shaft candlestick,
complete,
good condition
0 Shaped
candlesticks.
FOR SALE
WE black over brass non-dial candlestick,
bulldog transmitter, wrong receiver, no cords,
$75 0 Single gong ringer, $20 0 Wood
receiver shell, walnut, needs repair, $75.
FOR TRADE
All of the following items are in VG to excellent condition and are possible trade items
toward shaped candlesticks that I do not
have: Chrome NE 3-slot paystation, daisy
dial number ring, chrome fingerwheel 0
Ivory AE type 40 monophone, chrome trim,
extensicord
0 Jade green bakelite North
Electric 7H6 desk set, chrome dial, cloth coil
cord 0 Mahogany
AE
type
I-A
monophone,
chrome cradle and trim,
extensicord
0 All plus UPS.
TOM HARRISON, No. 2230
1096 Devil's Backbone Rd.
Cincinnati, OH 45233
Tel: (513) 922-1173
FOR SALE
Various W.E. tubes for switching equipment,
repeaters, etc. Call with wants.
WANTED
Western Electric vacuum tubes (esp. 101 252 - 274 - 300 - 350 - etc.) 0 W.E. vacuum
tube amplifiers (esp. 86 - 90 - 124), speakers
(728 - 755), W.E. tube testers.
FOR TRADE ONLY
Western Electric AA1 (l-VGC), 102 (GC),
ivory 302 (VGC), green 302 (GC) - for trade
for the above W.E. items only.
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11----------JON KOLGER, No. 561
108 Stonycreek Overlook
Noblesville, IN 46060
Tel: (317) 773-6824
WANTED

DuKane COLORED telephones as shown in photo. These phones were
manufactured in Austria and distributed by DuKane (of St. Charles, IL)
in the mid 1950's. 0 Early COLORED cradlephones of all descriptions,
particularly Automatic Electric Monophones, round or square base, desk
or wall sets 0 Paying well for original WE COLORED dial masks
0
Buying early books about telephony, including manufacturer's catalogs,
sales literature, etc. 0 Primitive hearing aid devices, particularly nonelectric examples such as hearing trumpets, conversations tubes, anything
unusual
0 Will pay $75 for a NOS rose-colored dial blank for a WE
302, or we can make a deal on a good used example
0 Always paying
top dollar for unusual acoustic telephones of all descriptions, particularly those with magneto-signalling andlor speaking-listening tubes. Also
buying acoustic phone literature, catalogs, instructions, etc.

CLIFF SULLIVAN, No. 858
4902 W. Monte Cristo
Glendale, AZ 85306
Tel: (602) 978-3551
FOR SALE
SIC CTPFF - nightmare for sale - cheap. Missing receiver, broken shelf, wood splitting - needs
TLC, $75 0 W.E. 12" electric van, marked
"Hawthorne" in front, $95 0 AT&T 1980's
Touch-AMatic 6000S. Display, 59 number
memory, clock, date, redial, speakerphone.
These were made for AT&T in Japan. In
original box with instruction manual, $40 0
Northern Telcom, Alexander Graham Plane,
new in box, white, $150 0 Central Office Step
By Step switch elw test stand for display
mounting, $50 0 W.E. classic red 500, 1950's,
$15 0 W.E. 702 white Princess - nice $15 0 W.E. Design Line "Exeter" touchtone,
bbrown alligator-like finish, $25 0 W.E. black
2852 AM, 6 button wall telephone, refurbished, $50 0 Field phones in leather case with
carrying strap, marked "Signal Corps, U.S. Army Telephone" & "N.Y. Tel. Co.", $50 ea. or
both for $85 0 W.E. NOS I-A 44 chrome
vault door for 3 slot, $20 ea or all 3 for $50 0
Installer's KS 169901 test set. Designed to indicate 2 & 4 party identification, with cords $18
- wlo cords $12 0 Installer-Repairman's
YOM, leather case & carrying strap. Meter
measures in points, $35 0 W.E. 292B ivory
amplifier for headset, $20 0 W.E. 478A plug
adapter. Two prong for headset jack on one end
& modular jack on the other, $8 0 W.E. test
cord, W2BT, 4'0", NOS, red & black with clips,
$10 0 W.E. 13' 3 conductor line cord, turquoise, $5 0 Send me your list of colored line
cords & handset cords that you need. I research
several boxes & advise 0 3" tap dial with
chrome-like fingerwheel, new, $3.25 ea. or 10
for $30 0 AlE black cloth 3 conductor handset cord, like new, $10 0 AlE black cloth 4
conductor line cord, like new, $10 0 Bell
System 46Y2 volt battery - $8 0 W.E. 139C
Test Set (toner), $18 0 Switchboard for sale
- maybe W.E. 556 model, good shape. In
Oklahoma City, OK area. Call for name &
number 0 Rotary Trimline keychain, pink or
beige, $4 ea 0 Touchtone Trimline keychain;
white or turquoise, $4 ea. 0 Princess Rotary
keychain, turquoise, $4 0 BSP October 1955
on Tel Sets 302, 303, 304, 305, 306, 307, 309
& 329. Description & use. Chart of set type &
parts number, color charts, copies of all 10
pages, $5 0 Telephone
& Telegraph
Engineers Pocket Book, nearly 400 pages,
$20 0 Telephone Communications Systems,
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Kloeffier, 1925, $60 0 American Telephone
Practices, Miller, 1905, $75 0 Telephone
Transmission, Theory & Practice, Robert Clark,
$30 0 All Plus UPS.
GARY D. GOFF, No. 1425
3805 Spurr Cr.
Brea, CA 92621
Tel: (714) 528-3561
FOR SALE OR TRADE
Rubber base rings for AE round base phones
(IA and Candlesticks) and 34 and 40 models,
$10 each post paid anywhere. These look identical to the originals and really dress-up your
sets 0 Triangle Cab Company dial phone
number covers, advertising plastic disks that
press-on over the number card on W.E. dials,
$5 ea. or less for more than one 0 Spiral
bound volumes of Dooner's books, Volume I
($29) and Volume II ($25) post paid
anywhere 0 Will make you a spiral bound
copy of my Dommer's book for $25 on quality
heavy stock paper 0 Character phones:
Mickey, Snoopy, and Kermit in mint condition,
$125 039 Bell Underground porcelain sign,
Y2 dime size ding in front, $10 0 56 Bell
Underground porcelain sign, new old stock,
$15 039 Bellllxll
flange sign, damage on
flange, both fields very good, $75 0 I have
a large variety of small extension ringers, mostly WE with black or brass bells. Have an
unusual wall mount with single black bell on
front door and small wall mount unit with
single bell inside with grate on front of door.
Also have mint condition walnut wall mount
unit with black bells which works on modem
phone circuit 0 Bell System leather gloves,
small size, brand new, $5 0 One complete set
of AT&T postcards, 12 in the series, mint condition, some with postage and others without
- trade only 0 The Telephone Book by Boettinger, mint condition, $50 0 Oak mounting
board for llxll flange signs, which hides flange
on back, completely finished and ready to hand,
$20 0 Mountain Bell Tape Measure with
operator on reverse side - interested in trading
for other small Bell item or for tape measure
with different logo and design.
BUY OR TRADE
Colored AE 34, 40 and 50 phones or WE
302s 0 AT&T postcards, issued around 1910
by New England Bell System. I already have
sets issued directly by AT&T 0 Oval Bell
Telephone mirror 0 Southern California
Telephone Company blue bell employee badges,
#329, 1937, 1425, 1938 or 414.

LAWRENCE A. WOLFF, No. 2126
131 N. Ontario St.
Burbank, CA 91505
Tel: (818) 846-6199 (Home)
(818) 986-2994 (Work)
WANTED
American Electric dial candlestick parts: dial,
dial adapter 0 Mint Blue AE 40.
FOR SALE (All Plus UPS)
Book: The Telephone Book, H.M. Boettinger,
mint, $50 0 W.E. C1 handset mounting,
2HB dial, El handset with coiled brown cloth
cord, $150 0 1938 302, like new, $100 0
Bums Long Pole, not marked, $175 0 (2)
"Chicago Telephone Supply Co. Elkhart, Ind."
receivers, $25 ea. 0 "Saniphone Service"
deskstand shaft mounted pencil holder, NOS,
$55 0 128-B transmitter mounted number
card holder, NOS, $25 0 1013B Orange
rotary test set, NOS, $50.
FOR TRADE
I have a 132C dial face (early coin collector
without extended dial face) for a 132E dial face
(party line with J5, M6, R7, W9).
Update on Desk Telephones: I delayed the printing to increase the size of all of the
photographs to Y2 or full page when possible.
I want to show as much detail as possible. This
made it necessary for me to re-edit the wrap
errors that occur in the text. I think the extra
few weeks will be appreciated by all!
BILL HARE, No. 2499
251 W. Capitol Ave.
Milpitas, CA 95035
Tel: (408) 942-5530
FOR SALE
Bell System/W estern Electric film Adventure
in Telezonia, featuring Bil Baird's Marionettes.
Young Bobby Joses his dog, and in his haste
to abuse a 300 desk set while trying to call his
grandmother. "Handy", a marionette ("I help
you use the telephone!"), appears and takes
Bobby to Telezonia (An "Oz" of telephonny,
whose "wizard" lives in a giant model 202) and
teaches him the workings and etiquette of dial,
non-mal, and partyline systems of the '50's. Bell
System; dial tone, ringing & busy signals, etc.
Happy Leave-It-To-Beaver type ending. Aww,
Golly! Originally made for school use, it's a lot
of fun to look at now! Professionally transferred from original16mm print to VHS color, 19
minutes. VHS copies $12 + $2.50 S&H.
P.S. Beware of the "Party Line Piggie!"
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RON KNAPPEN, No. 45
P.O. Box 70
Galesville, WI 54630
Tel: (608) 582-4124 anytime

FOR TRADE
7-digit nickel-plated W.E. transmitter faces
(with orig. innards). One beveled, one not.
Trade for 10 good W.E. rec. shells & caps 0
Bullseye eye, socket and sw-relay for bullseye
type old switchboard. Trade for one W.E. rec.
shell-cap.

MITCHELL SOROKA, No. 662
5 Orient Way
North Caldwell, NJ 07006
Tel: (201) 746-4493
(201) 226-6261 after 8pm EST
WANTED
Red Cross glass mouthpiece - will payor
trade well for one 0 Stromberg-Carlson
wood baseplate
cover for Oil Can
Candlestick 0 Wooden base plate covers
for candlestick phones 0 Mouthpiece
celluloid snap-on attachments - will pay top
$$ 0 Century marked receiver and marked nickel transmitter
0 Keystone marked
receiver - will pay top $$ 0 Original marked boxes for glass mouthpieces
and
attachments
0 Porcelain, glass, and colored
bakelite mouthpieces - will pay top $$ 0
Mute-a-phone attachment.
TRADE
7-digit Western Electric nickel beveled edge
Transmitter
0 6-digit Western Electric
nickel beveled edge Transmitter
0 7-digit
Western Electric nickel non-beveled edge
Transmitter
0 Large porcelain mouthpiece
with advertising
on lip - mint, W.E.
threads 0 Connecticut long pole receiver.
SALE OR TRADE
Automatic Electric early step base dial
candlestick, "A" in nickel hook, nickel
transmitter, early marked dial, like pg. 91
Dooner, exc. cond., $325 0 Western Electric nickel 1904 20-B candlestick, no receiver,
exc., $150 0 Windowshade attachment,
mint in original box, $100 or other
attachment
0 Kellogg early receiver marked "Kellogg Bakelite" on shell/cap,
$30 0 Swedish-American complete mint
nickel transmitter and cup, marked, $50 0
Swedish-American brass bottom receiver,
marked cap, $65 0 Original cloth line cords,
$4 ea. 0 Western Electric thread glass
mouthpiece adapter / holder, mint nickel $25 0 Western Electric Candlestick hook
and 20-S perch, black, $25; with switch
assembly - $35 0 Automatic Electric
Mercedes dial, $45 0 Automatic Electric
receiver cap, $5 0 B-R Electric Candlestick,
all nickel except bakelite shaft, minor repair,
no receiver, pg. 104 upper right/lower left
Dooner's 1st book - $95 0 Western Electric
candlestick switch assembly, $10.
PAUL G. ENGELKE, No. 100
23399 Rio Del Mar Dr.
Boca Raton, FL 33486-8504
Tel: (407) 338-332 after 6 pm EST
WANTED
Porcelain signs, one or a collection. I have a
Keystone dial candlestick available for trade
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towards a sign that I do not have in my collection. Also a Couch Autophone Dial
candlestick or a Couch Autophone Dial metal
wall phone. Also in need of a Clark Automatic
large dial 0 Porcelain signs with any type
of advertising, must be in good condition.
FOR SALE
WE dial stick with 1904 perch over-stamped
51AL, needs total restoration, no m/p or rec.,
$175 0 WE dial stick with dates on base
on right side rather than on front, needs total
restoration, no rnJp or rec. Needs restoration,
$205 0 WE F-3 receiver, push to ???,
$12 0 WE 333-B metal wall set less
transmitter mounting, no rec. but schematic
shows it took pony, $30 0 WE 333-AY
metal wall set less m/p and rec., has nickel
.297-W trans., needs restoration, $45 0
Western Onion call box on round backboard,
$65 0 Moise Klinker telephone tokens with
advertising on back, $15, plain back $12 0
Federal telephone celluloid pin-back, RWB
Independent logo, $25 0 1954 So. Bell 75
Years of Service to the South, medal w/loop,
$12 0 Pencil pocket clip w/small Automatic
Electric dial, $38 0 WE 232-W hanging
transmitter for switchboard, $35 0 WE dial
candlestick no rnJp or receiver, needs restoration, $165 0 WE non-dial brass candlestick,
no rnJp or receiver, needs restoration, $65 0
WE bulldog transmitter
w/cup, NOS,
$10 0 WE bulldog transmitter, $3.
BRIAN G. MEYERS, No. 2050
539 Sunset Knoll Road
Pasadena, MD 21122-4236
FOR SALE OR TRADE
Georgia
Dixie Chapter
#23 Pioneer
Paperweight, $6.50 0 Porcelain 8" round
Public Tel. sign, $50 0 C&P telephone
directory binder, $15 0 Western Electric
'butt set', $30 0 Purple plastic telephone
cover by Mason, $10 0 W.E. non-dial '202'
set, $65 0 W.E. '300' set, $25 0 W.E.
'202' dial blank, $3 0 Headset marked
"Property of the AMERICAN TEL. CO.",
$30 0 Pewter mug with Bell logo, $5 0
Record produced by Pacific Northwest Bell,
$5 0 Record "Music from the Telephone
Hour", $5 0 Southern Bell 'a century of
service' coin, $8 0 Bell hardhat bottle
opener, $10 0 685A subset, $10 0 Box of
G1 receivers (10), $15 0 Box of misc. dials
(10),$15 0 Box of rotary sets, $15 0 Box
of misc. bells and ringers, $25 0 Western
Electric non-dial candlestick,
$100 0
Western Electric 716-Creceiver, $10 0 Box
of Trimline receivers and bases, $20 0 W.E.
outside telephone box, $15.
ROLAND B. MORRIS, No. 784
5921 NE 21 Way
Ft. Lauderdale, FL 33308
Tel: (305) 771-5228
FOR SALE
10 dif. postcards of Telephone Co. buildings,
VF cond., $15 0 12 dif. greetings postcards
showing people using telephone, VF cond.,
$20 0 Bell South Personal Safety charm,
rev. shows Angus McDonald snow scene,
$4 0 NY Telephone Co. Yellow Pages
cigarette lighter, unused, $10 0 5 key

chains, NY Tel. Co. Yellow Pages ad, $2 0
12 dif. Goetz telephone tokens, VF cond.,
$15 0 Celluloid pocket mirror from the 50's
"Southern Bell, a good place to work", VF
cond., $2 0 4 service anniv. tie bars, Illinois
Bell. 2 are modern with stones, $30 0 South
Ft. Lauderdale Council porcelain pin with
Pioneer logo and pelican on state of Fla.,
$250 0 #3 t t bi t
d i CO
.
es ca me as were use m . .
f
VF $45
rames,
,
.
STANLEY SCHREIER,
350 Hendrickson Ave.
Lynbrook, NY 11563
Tel: (516) 887-4966

No. 2561

WANTED
Western Electric AA1 and 102 with and
without dials.
JOE TRACHTA, No. 130
482 Atherton St.
Milton, MA 02186
Tel: (617) 333-0568
FOR SALE
Canadian Blake transmitter, beautiful shape,
$1400 0 Long Pole, unmarked, $300 0
Beveled trans. on No.5 arm, $300 0 WE
dial candlestick, $225 0 Wooden wall sets,
$300 and up 0 Photos, 8x10, all subjects,
$3 ea. 0 UPS Extra.
NORMAN MULVEY, No. 379
1 Rudolf Lane
Norwalk, CT 06851
Tel: (203) 847-1155
FOR SALE
W/E 205A round base key set - in ivory - mint
(see photo below), $975 0 Kellogg oak fiddleback, $230 0 North top loader, mint,
$600 0 Courtesy coin box for candlestick,
$100 0 Three fancy European telephones,
$725 for all - photo on request 0 Three (3)
Couch Auto dealers, Dooner's book pg. 162,
mint, $250 ea. 0 Miniature oak switchboard (see photo below), $395.
FOR TRADE
Early Bell Telephone top boxes, C.W. Williams,
Davis & Watts, Gilliland,Post & Co., Standard
for Bell, oak Blake battery box, N.E.T.T. top
boxes, and N.E-T.T. battery boxes.

FORGET TO SEND IN YOUR MEMBERSHIP RENEWAL? Please Do It Now!
ATCA Membership makes an unusual
Christmas gift for fellow collectors, boss or
friend.
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AL ILEKIS, No. 1002
204 Lawton Road
Riverside, IL 60546
Tel: (708) 442-8676

FOR SALE OR TRADE
W.E. vanity mag., $135 0 W.E. white dial
202 (original) body only, alum. fingerwheel,
E.C. $65 0 Several W.E. 202 non-dial, F-l
- $55 or $65 with dial 0 W.E. E-l handset,
$22 0 W.E. 302s - black metal w/dials - $35,
plastic - $25, subtract $10 for non-dial 0 2
Kellogg small dials, $12 ea. 0 W.E. manual
C.S., $95 0 Utica Fire Alarm trans. & cup,
$45 0 All plus shipping.
WANTED
Unusual C.S. or C.S. attachments - whole collection, parts or pieces 0 Sumter trans. and
cup.
MARK D. IRISH, No. 1234
P.O. Box 86
LaHarpe, IL 61450
Tel: (217) 659-8888
FOR SALE OR TRADE
18 x 18 flange, 1939 Bell w/connections, very
good cond., $50 OBO 0 Oak Western Electric RXR intercom, w/receiver, 2nd transmitter, good cond., $100 OBO 0 Oak Swedish
top box w/steerhorn hook, no mag, $20,
Kellogg receiver, very good cond., $25 0
Stromberg cherry swirl t.t. handset only,
works? - Trade only 0 UPS extra.
WANTED
Stromberg-Carlson paperweights, fobs, nonpaper advertising, gray, black or yellow-swirl
Stromberg Slenderettes, ornate Stromberg
fiddle-back or Monarch fiddleback with heavy
cast transmitter. Advertising, stock certificates, badges, etc., from independent
telephone companies, including shield signs.
TO GIVE AWAY
Stromberg Carlson E-120 Electronic PABX,
circa 1976 (not digital) in working condition
with spare parts. No shipping. If interested,
contact Richard Miller, Administrator,
LaHarpe Davier Health Care Center, P.O.
Box 547, LaHarpe,
Illinois
61450,
217-659-3222. Just come and pick it up!
DA VID D. MARTIN, No. 278
6016 Sheaff Lane
Ft. Washington, PA 19034
Tel: (215) 628-9490
FOR SALE OR TRADE
Metal thread bakelite covered mouthpieces,
fit Kellogg thread, $12 ea. or $100/doz. old 0 W.E. plastic dial test sets, $25
ea. 0 Two oak sides and a ringer holder for
a magneto non-W.E. fiddleback, $35 for the
3 pieces 0 W.E. 6017 metal cased switches,
$8 ea. 0 W.E. 39A gooseneck bracket and
dial cup for the early 211 dial set - $35 ea.
set 0 W.E. plastic subset boxes, #685, $15
ea. 0 W.E. metal subset boxes, 0 #565,
$20 ea. 0 W.E. empty metal apparatus
boxes, $10 ea. 0 Ericsson brass receiver
shells, or Kellogg bakelite receiver shells, no
caps or guts, $6 ea.
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(Above) Working replicas of Alexander Graham Bell's 1876 Centennial Membrane and Liquid
Transmitter manufactured with quality materials - $350 0 Also have 1875 Gallows replicas
available - $235.00 0 Write to: DON ZIMMERMAN, 4020 49th Avenue, Innisfail, Alberta
T4G IJ5
BRUCE A. FREEDMAN, No. 1775
238 Alewife Ln.
Suffield, CT 06078
Tel: (203) 668-4148
FOR SALE
AECo #47 (two-line), complete, $40 0
WECo #410 (two-line) metal, complete,
$40 0 WECo #211 (Spacesaver), complete,
$40 0 WECO #302 metal, complete,
$40 0 WECo #544 (4-line key set), $20 0
WECO #314 (lift plunger to talk), $40 0
G.T.E. mini-networks, $30/doz. 0 AECo
chrome carry handles, $6 ea. 0 S.C. #1250,
complete, $30 0 Kellogg #600 (non-dial art
deco), $30 0 AECo #50, complete, $70.

AL FARMER, No. 15
1200 Cessna Circle, R.R. 13
Lincoln, NE 68527
Tel: (402) 489-7733
WANTED
Viaduct ringer clapper cover (has crow's feet
& hole in center) 0 3" coil for inside base of
Viaduct horizontal trans. 0 Modern marked
transmitter 0 Dean trans. faceplate w/good
nickel 0 Chicago unmarked beveled edge
trans. & cup w/good nickel 0 Sumter ringer
for 2-box (gong posts 3" center - mntg. bolt
holes 3 5/8" center) 0 Turn-key base cover
for 1905 S.C. stick.
FOR SALE OR TRADE
Trade mint H.C. or Burns OST receiver for
good long pole 0 Strowger dial cards - $5 ea.
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JOHN WEBSTER, No. 2333
4235 LaFayette Ct.
Erlanger, KY 41018
Tel: (606) 342-6209
FOR SALE
(See photo above) Iron Burglar Alarm Box,
gong inside, 11y," x 9%" x 6", original red
paint, marked "National Surety Burglar
Alarm", $150 0 Fruit Jars: qt., "The
Telephone Jar", $20 - pt. $20; Complete Set 'h
gal., qt., pint, Widemouth TeleponeJar, $65 for
set 0 Ivory Bell chime, $15 0211 non-dial,
$20 0 Brass lineman's test set, $35 0 Tin
can marked Bell System Liquid Metal Polish,
$20 0 Tin can marked Bell System Office
MachineOil,$15 0 Plastic windshieldscraper
marked The Cincinnati & Suburban Bell
Telephone Co., $lO 0 Telephone Pioneers
ashtray, 1956,$8 0 AE Telephone Technical
Bulletins, $15 ea. - Call for details 0 Bell
System Tools:AX, $50; Splicer's Scissors, $12;
Black flashlight, $12; Solder Ladel, $15; 9 in.
Sidecuts, $8; Hacksaw, $20;Open End Wrench,
$8; Air Gauge, $15; Canvas Tool Roll (empty),
$25; Canvas & Leather Tool Bag, $50; Egg
Beater Type Hand Drill, $20; File, $5; Anchor
Extractor, $lO; Drop Wire Sleeve Presser, $10;
Canvas Small Drill Bit Holder (empty), $15;
Carding Brush, $7; Pole Probe, $12; Pole Pike,
$15; Open Wire Sleeve Presser, $30 - Have
more tools 0 Postage extra.
KEN SIMS, No. 2382
4813 Bardstown Road
Louisville, KY 40291
Tel: (502) 499-1457
WANTED
Ron's book - 2 volumes 0 Parts for the Pendent Telephone by the Bought-Berger
Company.
DAVE FAZZINI, No. 1926
2122 Downey
Homewood, IL 60430
Tel: (708) 957-9035 (before 9 PM CST)
FOR SALE OR TRADE
WIE small 3 bar ringer box, oak, very good
finish, $45 0 WIE 464 desk set, very dirty
but no cracks or dial and no handset cord,
$25 0 American Elec. dial ds, stair step type,
complete, $175 0 W/E 634 metal ringer box,
nice paint, $25 0 Glass battery jar, marked
- $45, unmarked - $25 0 W/E marked
mouthpiece, exc. cond., $13 ea. (I have 4) 0
AlE 40, complete, $30 0 Brass bottom rec.,
brassed out, slight crack on shell, $25.
WANTED
I buy entire telephone collections. If you need
money fast, call now 0 Any ds attachments
or unusual cis's 0 Still looking for that
Roman Column cis.
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MICHAEL J. DAVIS, No. 2022

JOHN ANDREWS, No. 1450
P.O. Box 1466

~!~~,~Y
11756
Tel: (516) 735-9765 (after 6 pm)
FOR SALE

Edwards, CO 81632
Tel: (303) 926-5454
FOR SALE OR TRADE

WE Touchamatic 36 with 4a speakerphone attached, $60 0 WE 5302, mint condition,
$30 0 Bell System heavy metal box with outdoor bell inside, $25 0 25 pair ribbon cables,
25 ft. long with amp connector at each end (for
running under carpet) - all 7 for $25 0 Green
pad and penholder with Bell logo, $20 0 WE
1a test set (1920's), one nickel, one black - $20
ea. 0 Bell System wiping solder, 5 lb. bar,
$10 0 San/Bar telephone power supply, outputs include ring voltage, $20 0 N.Y.
Telephone Teamwork Award, bronze with Bell
logo on marble base, $20 0 Metal polish in
pancake type can with 21 Bell logo, $lO 0
Color repro instruction cards for top of 3-slot
payphone - NYC and Philadelphia - $2 ea. 0
Western Electric 565 (5-Jinekeyphone),1 at $lO,
all 5 for $25 0 WE 211 manual spacesaver
with bracket, $20 0 WE NOS 4a speakerphone transmitters, all 5 for $20 0 ATC
jewelry box type phone, rotary with GTE guts,
$20 0 ATC Snoopy touchtone, $65 0
ATC/WE black rotary candlestick phone, excellent condition, $65 0 Busch beer can
phone, new in original container, $40 0 WE
single slot payphone, upper housing complete,
$25 0 TelephoneAlmanacs: 1937,some spots
on front cover, $5; 1938, some spots on front,
pencil on back cover, $5; 1940 - 1941 - 1949,
very good condition, $8 ea. 0 All Plus UPS.

PHONES: W.E. dial candlestick, #2 dial, excellentcondition,$250 0 W.E. 302's, $30 0
A.E. 40's, $45 0 Early W.E. 500's, $10 0
SUB SETS: Kel. 4 bar mag, oak, $35 0 W.E.
315 E 3 bar mag, oak, $40 0 W.E. 295 A
comm. bat. oak, $40 0 EXT. RINGER
BOXES: W.E. 24 F, walnut, $40 0 W.E. 43,
walnut with booby bells, $75 0 W.E 43 J,
oak, $40 0 W.E. 259 A, walnut, $40 0
W.E. 127 A, oak, $35 0 W.E. 127 F, oak,
$30 0 W.E. special 127 F, oak, $30 0 Kel.,
oak, $25 0 RECEIVERS: Burns long pole,
excl. cond., $200 0 Swedish Am, brass bottom, $35 0 Watchcase receivers: Deveau
"solid" _$35, W.E. _$25, early Kel. - $35, Connecticut _ $20 0 TRANSMITTERS: SC
trans & cup, $20 0 Cracraft Leich trans &

TOM VAUGHN, No. 765
2016 Village Rd.
La Porte, IN 46350
Tel: (219) 324-3494
FOR SALE OR TRADE
Manhatten Electrical Supply Co. beveledmarked solid back transmitter, $45 0 Stromberg
Carlson bakelite receiver,marked Suttle Equipment Co., $25 0 Dean metal receiver, used
on the Cosmos ds and other sets, $20 0 A
fewTexas phone books from 1913to 1921.Contact me if interested.
WANTED
Tube radios made by Western Electric and
Kellogg.

BOOK FOR SALE

HOOSIER CONNECTIONS
The History of
the Indiana Telephone Industry
By STEVE SHEARER
• Over 200 pictures and 436 pages
• The complete story of the development
of the telephone industry from the invention of the telephone in 1876 to
divestiture and the present
• Separate histories of each telephone company operating in Indiana today as well
as backgrounds
on many former
telephone companies
• Human interest stories from historical
archives.
• Background on the Telephone Pioneers
• How industry regulation came about
Send check for $25.00plus $3.00 shipping
to Indiana TelephoneAssociation,54 Monument Cr. #200, Indianapolis, IN 46204 or
call 317-635-1272or FAX 317-635-0285.

cup, $20 0 Leich trans face, $lO 0 DeVeau
trans face, $15 0 A.E. trans face, $lO 0
Kel. trans face, $lO 0 MAGNETOS: Holtzer
Cabot 5 bar, $30 0 Holtzer Cabot 3 bar,
$30 0 Kel. 5 bar, $25 0 W.E. 3 bar,
$25 0 W.E. 5 bar, $25 0 S.C. 4 bar,
$25 0 3 bar chain drive, $30 0 DIALS:
W.E. 6U with brass fingerwheel,$15 0 W.E.
6D for coloredsets, $25 0 MISC.: Coinboxes
for 3 slot pay phones, $5 0 Modular wall
adapters fit W.E. 354 wallphones, $5 0 Mini
ringers fit early desk sets, $4 0 2500 set
ringers, $2 0 500 networks, $1 0 2500 networks, $2 0 500 dials, $1 0 2500 TT pads,
$2 0 transmitter or receiver capsules from
2500 sets, 50' ea. 0 Parts for Kel. 925 sets
- ask 0 Also have a lot of new modular coil
cords in several colors and sizes - call.
TRADE
Couch and Sealy tapered shaft CS for another
shaped stick.
WANTED
Kel. 925 ("ashtray") desk sets - HELP! 0
Also want shaped candlesticks for my
collection.
MATT DiCARLO, No. 2156
46' Highview Circle
Brockport, NY 14420
Tel: (716) 637-2440
FOR SALE
(2)Stromberg Carlson non-dial c.s. with brass
bottom rec., $150 both or B.O. 0 Toy metal
telephones,variety, all $90 or B.O. 0 lightening balls - blue, clear, white, original, $10
ea. 0 Tel. & Tel. insulators, variety colors $5-$lOea. D Display cabinet, antique 14" W
x 10" D x 16" H, glass sides, door, shelves,
$100 or B.O. 0 Telephone truck, 1931A
Yorkshire, lineman/install truck, new in box,
$65 D French decorator cradle phone, gold
trim, modular plug, $45 or B.O. 0 Hubcap
sign, public telephone, 39 Bell, $75 or B.O.
WANTED
Independent Tel. sign, red, white & blue, small
or large, in good condition 0 Advertising
card, 3 x 5, "Santa Use the Bell" 0 Dynamite
box, plunger, in good condition.
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----------1 EDU«ATIONAL 1---------Sets, Hand, Test, LiiieIn~n's, Repairmen's,
and Central Office
"

By Bruce Crawford, #558
"Sets, Hand, Test" is Western Electric-Bell System nomenclature
for a telephone handset that had a few more names: "Butt-Set", so
named because it was used to "Butt-in" on the customer's line (and
in fact the sets were frequently called "Butt-ins"); or were they called "Butt-sets" after a Europen Set, called a "Buttinsky" (which could
also give rise to "Butt-ins"); then again, linemen and installers (et all
often carried these sets on a tool belt, hanging near their derriere, for
which we have the slang term "Butt",
Call them what you will, these sets have been mandatory for
telephone technicians since before the turn of the century, and, when
equipped with dials, they probably became. the original "dial-inhandset" (or, should we say, dial-on-handset) and were, thus, the
forerunners of the Slimline and like models by other manufacturers?
It would appear that the original testing handset used by linemen
was the model 1001. A version of this, with a built in "hook-switch"
(literally!) is clearly illustrated on the bottom right corner of page 44
of Kate Dooner's second book (Telephones Antique to Modern), There
were two similar versions for line men; one was for magneto use, and
had a three spring push-button to set up the talking condition. The
other consisted simply of a transmitter and receiver connected in
series, and was intended for use on common battery lines. (It is interesting to note that descendents of these latter two sets continued
to be manufactured into the 1950's, well after the popular 1011 was
introduced.)
The Bell System did not consider these sets to be of a standard
suitable for general station use. However, the unit with the built-in
hook-switch was sold through Western's merchandising department,
for use in inter-com sets, and independent telephone customers. (There
was also another lower cost handset for use with "intercom phones.]
Other manufacturers supplied handsets similar to the Western
model, of course. Generally, all were like Western's - a watch-case
receiver and a conventional transmitter, mounted on a brass tube.
With the introduction of dial, there was a need for a dial equipped
handset, suitable for use by both central office and outside personnel. In the early 1920's, Automatic Electric developed a dial equipped handset, which was cast out of an aluminum based composition,
often loosely referred to as "white metal".
Automatic equipped the set with a single pole receiver, and a "solid
back" transmitter. Two push buttons were used; one was pushed to
monitor; the other cut a "long-loop" resistance in for central office
testing. A variety of cords were available, depending on the intended
use.
This telephone would directly mount most dials of recent AECo man
ufacture, and, with a suitable adapter (#54),Western's (then standard)
type 2 dial. This particular set continued in production until 1962
(overlapping production of the AECo 800 set). In its final form, the
AECo set was equipped with a neon lamp (ostensibly so the user could
watch for ringing or dialing on the line without holding the set to
his/her ear), and was coded L-965, plus a two letter suffix, depending
on the cords it was equipped with.
AECo's metal set soon became an industry standard, and was
distributed by most of the other "independent" manufacturers. Some
of the users nicknamed the set "Metalaphone" because of its white
metal construction,
Western Electric standardized on the basic Automatic Electric product for its needs, too. However, WECo purchased the set unfinished, and equipped it with the interior components of its then current
watchcase receiver, and a solid back transmitter (later replaced by
the "F-1" transmitter). AECo's version had an "impedance coil";
Western's did not. And Western used the 54A (later 54B) dial adapter,
and equipped the set with a 2 (later 4) type dial. A variety of pushbutton combinations were offered in the Western version, depending
on usage. The set never received a product code, but, instead was supplied under a variety of WECo "D" (drawing) numbers, and again,
these depended on the button combinations and the cordage with
which the set was supplied.
In the late 1930's, Western equipped the set with a shroud around
the dial, to protect the mechanism and fingerwheel. AECo followed
suit in the early 1940's.
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Northern Electric also purchased the basic set from AECo, but,
unlike WECo, used AECo's spring combination as standard, The set
was issued under a variety of two digit "MD" (Manufactured Drawing) codes. One of your scribe's prize collectibles is a Northern MD-95,
equipped with a shoulder strap for carrying, and a rattle-snake test
cord!
(It is interesting to note that it was one of these sets that spurred
your scribe's interest in telephony. As a 3 or 4 year old during WW2,
I was completely awed when I watched a telephone repairman connect one of these sets to a drop wire and make a call; I vowed then
and there that telephony would be my life "career"; and, in fact, that
is the only field I have ever worked in.)
Many of the plant people "swore by" these sets, and refused to turn
them in for the new rubber 1011's when they had the opportunity.
A story was often retold around our work-centre of a particular individual who actually cried when he dropped his "metalaphone" from
an aerial terminal location, and it smashed into a dozen pieces on the
hard concrete at the base of the pole!
Besides the obvious fact that the set was fragile, there were a number
of other shortcomings, not the least of which was the fact that the
set was not standardized by the Bell System and was being manufactured by an "outside" supplier. Another problem was the good probability of getting a "shock" during periods of inclement weather.
Early in WW2, the Bell Labs developed their own hand test set,
coded the 1011. This neat set was manufactured of standard tire stock,
which was, unfortunately not available when the set was designed;
thus production waited until the cessation of hostilities.
The 1011 was of very simple design. A F-1 transmitter unit was
wired in series with an HAl receiver unit, and on the dial versions,
the pulse contacts of the dial were also in the series circuit. A switch,
also in the series circuit, shorted out a #361C capacitor (approx .. 25
mfd.) when talking or dialing. A new dial was introduced in the set
intended for use in the field. The #103A dial was the first WECo dial
designed without off-normal springs, and was equipped with a finger
wheel that could be dialed with a pencil, or finger nail. A snap hook
was offered as an option (to be snapped on to a ring on the installer's
tool belt).
The 1011A was equipped with a dial blank, for use in manual areas.
The 1011B had the 103A dial, and a test cord for use in the field. A
central office version was equipped (originally) with a 3" dial, the
number 5JB (with a black case). (The 5JB is the dial from the 300
series colored sets.) Later versions were equipped with a standard #6A
dial. Originally, the central office version was suffixed C, D, .E, and
F, depending on the cord combination required. This began to get a
bit unwieldy, and these versions were all withdrawn shortly after their
introduction, and replaced by the 1011G. This set had a 10" cord, and
a 346A plug, into which a variety of central office cords could be connected (this change must have done wonders for the stocking problem,
because eventually some 30 cord combinations were available).
The P248173 dial mounting on the 1011C, D, E, F and G versions,
along with the 52 type dial adapter, originated with the 1928 "C" handset mounting, and these particular parts were still available in 1987!
At first, Northern Electric distributed the WECo set, using the "W"
(trade) suffix, However, after two or three years, NECo manufactured
the set in Canada, except for the 103A dial, which they continued to
buy from Western for the life of the product.
For a brief period, an independent telephone manufacturer purchased
partial assemblies from Western, and incorporated certain AE lookalike (type 40 external) parts on them, for use in the field by the General
System. (Unfortunately, I've only seen pictures of this particular product and I'm totally lacking any other information.)
In your scribe's view, the 1011B was one of the best hand test set
designs that the Bell System ever developed. The original receiver
cap tended to break when the set was dropped; this was replaced with
a smaller (and slightly less comfortable) cap (c) 1955. Everything else
about the set stood up well; even the dial resisted several soakings.
Like the previous metal set, the one part that wore, the test cord, was
(Continued on Page 11)
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easily changed without dismantling the unit. (Disassembly was a shop
job, tho' many field personnel undertook to replace the dial in the field,
when this was necessary.)
Although the lOll-type set was available for 15 years, AECo made
no attempt to bring out a competing model. Their metal set was still
a favorite of the central office maintenance staffs, and the set worked well with their step-by-step equipment. However, by 1960, AECo
realized that their set was antiquated and excessively costly (an ongoing problem with AECo station products for many years).
The new, red, model 800 was introduced in early 1962. It was the
first "new" line test set introduced in years, and the rather flamboyant
advertising literature even claimed that it had a self-compensating
network (it didn't). The cost of the NECo lO11B was around $72.00
at this time; your scribe needed a hand test set and we settled for
an AECo 800 ($34.00). "We" weren't impressed. The original talklisten-resistance switch broke within a week; perhaps this was unusual,
but fearing the worst we bought two at the time (and I note that, 30
years later, the second switch is still on my inventory). The set seemed awkward to use (even though it weighed about 2/3rds the weight
of the 965). It talked with a hollow sound; and, if you forgot to snap
the belt clip into place, it would rattle noisily, interfering with communication. My former business partner still has the set, and it is in
one piece, but I note that many were broken in the field (particularly
the dial shroud). The bright red color certainly stood out, but, like
all the new plastic sets, it scuffed easily, and did not present a good
appearance after just a few days of usage. Our set came equipped with
the old, large Frankel test clips, which the Bell System had replaced
back in the late '30s. However, at this time, Western Electric was
restricting sales to Bell System companies only (part of the anti-trust
actions going on even then, which led to the eventual break-up of the
Bell System), so AECo had the market more or less to themselves.
(Even Stromberg, North, and ITT were using AECo 800 sets; some
equipped with their own test cords, however.)
In the early 1950's, Warren (Bones) Bohnsack had started a
telephone supply company, "Bohnsack Equipment Company" (now
BECO Mfg. Inc.) in Germantown, New York. I've had the pleasure
of doing business with Warren and his son Jack over the years. Theirs
is a unique business; it, in fact, is a survivor (many similar businesses
have long since closed their doors). Warren kept getting requests for
a "decent, cheap hand test set". The set everyone wanted, of course,
was the WECo 1011B "but with a real dial, not that dinky thing
Western makes." At this time Warren had a fair size phone rebuilding
operation, and of course lots of 302 sets would come in with smashed
cases, making them a write-off (except for the parts). Many of these
sets had the desirable WECo 6A dial, and there were plenty of
transmitter and receiver units. Why not incorporate these into a
"Bohnsack 1011"? The cost of the mold was high, of course, but Warren took the plunge, had a mold made, and 10 and behold, he produced a 1011 out of tirestock, just like Western! He equipped it with the
used electrical components (which he advertised as "late", i.e. a "late"
6A dial) but he came out with an excellent price, and the sets were
wildly successful! Their major drawback (then and now) is cord replacement: the set must be dismantled to replace the cord, a slow, tedious
job, which is best done in a properly equipped shop.
Eventually, BECO realized that their source of cheap parts was,
sadly, just about depleted. The dials from newer phones were not
suitable for their test sets. They next sourced complete sets "off
shore", completing assembly in the U.S. Unfortunately the dials supplied by the off-shore manufacturer did not stand up in the field environment, and eventually BECO had an adapter made so that WECo
6A dials could be installed on sets they reconditioned for their larger
accounts. Later versions were supplied less dial by the off-shore
manufacturer, and new ITT 8-type dials were used.
BECO is the only current manufacturer of a test set encased in
"tirestock". They recently introduced a proto-type of a new lineman's
set, equipped with the latest competitive electronic circuitry, and it,
too, will be a rubber test set!
As noted earlier in this article, Northern's selling price on the lO11B
was almost twice that of the Automatic 800, and it continued to rise.
Western now had only 10% interest in Northern, and treated them
as another customer, to whom sales were restricted. As Bell Canada
was still an affiliate of the Bell System, they were still able to buy
Western products. Thus, Northern had to buy Western apparatus
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through Bell Canada (although there were exceptions). The problem
with the 1011B set was one of initial high cost: and in this case, the
dial was the culprit. Northern did not have the volume to justify
manufacturing the 103A dial, and because of the back door method
of importing it, the cost was getting out of hand. (Your scribe cancelled
an order for a #103A dial in 1969, when we learned that the cost of
the item was the same as the part number: $103.00!) Northern decided to go their own way, and designed a new, plastic 1011, which they
called the 10110, with a further two figure (number letter) suffix, indicating the various features. The "lA" and "2A" sets were outside
and central office sets, respectively. They were finished in black, and
were engraved "Bell Canada", and were not available to the general
trade. These sets were equipped with a data protection kit, then coming into demand. A 10115A, and a 10116A, provided similar service,
but these sets were finished in red, and were intended for the general
trade. A "3A" and "4A" provided similar service to the other models,
but were much cheaper. Not only was the data kit omitted, but the
talking "impedance" consisted of a simple 5 watt resistor (these sets
did NOT talk well, and were intended for "general trade" customers,
such as intercom technicians). The other components were the standard T-1 transmitter and U-1 receiver, and an 8-type dial. The usual
talk-monitor switch and capacitor completed the package.
Northern's set looked impressive, and was fairly comfortable to use.
However, the dial shroud on these sets smashed easily, too, and actual damage to the dial (which was extremely difficult to replace) was
the consequence. These sets were introduced about 1967, and were
manufacture discontinued by 1972.
All the manufacturers were, of course, finding that their sets had
a major drawback: They interfered with data. For those who are not
familiar with the problem, this is what happened: Most of the sets
manufactured up until this time had a .25 to .5 (microfarad) capacitor.
When connected to a line, the capacitor charged suddenly, causing
a "pop" in the ear of the persons conversing. (You always knew your
line was being "monitored" when you heard that "pop" or "click".)
This "pop" translated as a spike if data was being transmitted, thus
spoiling the data. We were now in the computer age!
Western Electric (or the Bell System) zeroed in on the problem, and
designed a sharp new test set, the 1013. This set was supplied in Blue
or Yellow, and included the data circuit. (See the printAECo 801, and
note that a .002 capacitor is used, rather than the previous .25 to .5
(microfarad). This circuit is very old, and was actually used as a noninterfering monitor on manual switchboards, and at supervisory positions in manual switching rooms. The only difference between the old
and new, is the use of the newer miniature components (and
miniaturization in this business has been ongoing!).
WECo's 1013 was well designed, and incorporated the 10 type dial
from the recently introduced "Slimline" model. It was light in weight,
and the bright colors made it easytd spot if it was dropped into long
grass, for example. The same cordil.g,'1was used on these sets as the
previous 1011 sets. (I'm sure the technicians liked the non-interfering
monitor, too!)
Meanwhile, back at Northern, who were no longer assiciated or affiliated with Western Electric or the Bell System, there was growing
dislike for their "big" 1011Q (it seemed much bigger than the 1011B
it was intended to replace.) Furthermore, Northern had just started
to enter the giant U.S. market, and their distributors wanted equipment that would equal that offered by Western to the Bell System.
Northern looked at Western's 1013, with an eye to manufacturing
a similar set. However, as every telephone man has done at one time
or another, they also looked at their existing dial-in-handset product,
the Contempra. (I remember when the Slimlines were first introduced; the central office maintenance people thought "That would make
a neat Butt Set!"). Unfortunately, as manufactured, the Slimline was
not sufficiently rugged to be adapted to a hand test set. Northern's
Contempra, however, was assembled differently, and its squared lines
and certain internal reinforcements made it much more adaptable as
a lineman's set.
The Green QSE4 "Dial Hand Test Set" was introduced in 1972,
and was offered in four versions: Linesmen sets and central office sets
without data protection circuitry (QSE4G 1 and QSE4G2, respectively)
and with data protection (QSE4H1 and QSE4H2). The sets without
the data protection network had a red dial insert; those with the data
network had a yellow dial insert. These sets were very successful; even
(Continued on Page 12)
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one of the Bell System companies standardized it (replacing the 1013).
They also becaine the standard of the fledgling interconnect companies! The rocker monitor switch (which appears to have been the
only major defect) was replaced with a micro-switch assembly in October 1980 (Canadian production) and December of the same year
(American production). The set continued to be manufactured until
1989, when it was discontinued (and Northern joined Western in
withdrawing from this field).
Automatic Electric was caught off guard when Northern entered
the U.S. market. Western still had not resumed sales outside the Bell
System, and AECo thought that, except for a couple of small upstarts
(like CMC) they still had a monopoly in this area. This smugness ended with the successful introduction of the Contempra; many of their
best customers suddenly "flew the coop" and went with the new guys
on the block.
It would appear that AECo engineers were not about to take this
lying down! They quickly developed and introduced what was (in your
scribe's opinion) the finest "Hand Test Telephone" available at that
time. Everything about this set seemed to ahve been well thought
out. The talk-listen switch was correctly located; AECo's superb 154
dial performed well and was equipped with shunt springs; The high
impedance talking circuit permitted monitoring without interference
to Data. The polycarbonate housing, orange in color, seemed to survive drop after drop. It was super easy to dismantle and repair; and
the housing could be quickly dressed up on a buffing wheel, during
the reconditioning process. It was the most comfortable set on the
market; your scribe used one for "hours on end" with little or no
fatigue. Over a period of time, the only major fault would appear to
be the dial, which did not seem to be adequately protected against
dirt. This particular set stayed in production until 1988, or about a
year after Palco Telecom bought the Huntsville plant from GTE. This
company replaced the 801 with their 901, a similar, but strangely
designed and not altogether successful electronic set.
One set that has always puzzled your scribe is the Western-Northern
1012. As noted at the beginning of this article, this non-dial unit was
actually a continuation of the original 1001 sets, and it was still in
production in the mid 1950's. The handle was a substantial brass tube;
but the transmitter and receiver (at the end of production) were standard HAl & F1 combinations. They were enclosed in phenolic shells,
and the caps were the same as we supplied with the standard "F"
style handsets. They were very fragile; the slightest drop would snap
off the transmitter or receiver mounting. And they were more expensive than the 10llA (manual) set, (which had a monitor key!).
The test set field today has been abandoned by the big manufacturers. At present, Dracon seems to be the big winner, with MetroTel a distant second. During the 70's, CMC developed an interesting
unit with two dials (rotary and tone; this was before the days of tonepulse switchables) plus a multi tide of features for tracing calls, sending tones, checking polarities, etc., in central offices. However, after
an initial surge in sales, interest wanted, probably because of its
complexity.
Hand test sets, like magneto test sets, are interesting collectibles;
and even the older ones, if in working condition, can be used for line
testing and repairs to traditional electro-mechanical telephones. Many

AUTOMATIC ELECTRIC,
WESTERN ELECTRIC,
NORTHERN ELECTRIC,
Metal Hand Dial Test Set,
1922 - 1962
The Northern-Western version is illustrated (at left). The Automatic unit was identical, except, of course, for the dial. Note
the shroud, introduced in the late 1930's,
intended to protect the dial, but it also
added substantially to the weight of an
already heavy test hand set. (Perhaps this
is why WECo and NECo chose to not incorporate the inductor in their version.)
(Illustration from BSP A702.018)
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rural telephone companies simply used a WECo or NECo "F" handset for testing; they equipped these with a couple of test leads. Some
even taped a #6 dial on to the back; one such set is in the AGT
Telephone museum in Edmonton. (AECo handsets were rarely used.)
After your scribe's disappointment with the purchase of the AECo
800 set, we ended up making our own. These consisted of the P248173
dial mounting mounted on the back of a G3 handle (receiver end); a
6-type dial; a standard snap-hook (transmitter end). A dial pulse filter
was used as a monitor capacitor, and a commercial toggle switch completed the basic unit. Some sets were equipped with standard test
cords, others simply used lamp "zip" cord with regular alligator clips.
We sold a few of these, and I still have one as part of my collection
(and also in regular use!).
One of the most "unique" test sets never made an appearance outside of a step-by-step central office. Dubbed "the knock down" set,
this particular model was never a Bell System approved standard!
Introduced after the introduction of the "cored" "F" handset (c. 1950),
the knock down set was a cored "F" handset, equipped with a "cast"
aluminum push-button assembly located between the transmitter and
receiver. This casting was equipped with the standard "push-to-talk"
(monitor) button (black), and a red "knock-down" button. The handset had two cords, a 6' cord equipped with the 240-type Stowger switch
plug, and an eight foot cord, with a "310" (switchboard) plug, intended
to be plugged into a 48 volt "battery" jack.
Here's how the knock down set worked: The central officeman would
receive a report of a "no dial-tone" at a particular number, from the
test-board. The tester would also add that his test indicated" ground
on ring, 48 volts on the tip." Generally, this meant that the "no-dialtone" customer's line was held by the last caller (or "by toll"). The
tester would proceed to the connector group (which is the equipment
which accounts for the final two digits in the dialed number, on stepby-step switching equipment). He would check the switches for the
particular number, to see if there was a switch "up" on that number
(after first ascertaining by a white light that he had a "permanent"
or "supervisory" signal in that particular connector" group". He would
then take one of the "knock-down" sets (one of which was supposed
to hang at the end of every other connector bay), "go-in" on the connector, and monitor. Upon hearing no conversation, he would push
the "talk" button, and challenge. If the central office man received
no reply, he would release the talk button, and (having first plugged
the 310 plug ito the battery and ground jack) he would depress the
red "battery" button on the handset. This would apply "raw" 48 volts
to the ring side of the calling line, and "solid" ground to the tip side
of the same line. This would (ostensibly) cancel the current flow
through the "a" relay in the switch, releasing the "B" relay, and then,
hopefully, release the switch train, clearing the called customer's line,
and returning the calling party's line to dial-tone (or to line lock-out,
if the exchange was so equipped). The "knock-down" set would NOT
release the switch train if there was "ground forward" on the sleeve
(or "C" lead), as would happen if the train was held by incoming toll
selectors. Unfortunately, if the train was held by a low resistance battery and ground jack would "blow"; and it is for this particular reason
that these particular sets were never "standardized" by the Bell
System.
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